Shaw's movie factory system. Although Hu and Shaw never collaborated again after Come Drink with Me, the momentum of the film's success continued to influence future generations of film-makers. Come Drink with Me not only marked a significant milestone that heralded Shaw Brothers' emergence as the last century's action genre powerhouse, but also paved the way for Hu's later career-defining films: Longmen kezhan/Dragon Inn (1967) and Xia nü/A Touch of Zen (1971) . By delving into historical accounts of King Hu's career before, during and immediately after his strenuous yet invaluable tenure at Shaw Brothers, this article examines the irreconcilable differences and the troubled relationship between two cinema legends. It furthermore speculates on the possible outcomes to Hu's subsequent career, had such unfortunate rivalry never existed in the history of Chinese cinema.
GEOPOLITICAL BACKDROP AND EARLY CAREER IN HONG KONG
King Hu was born in Beijing in 1932, and although he grew up in a comfortable upper-class household, he was not shielded from the negative impacts of the era's political turmoil. Soon after the Lugouqiao/Marco Polo Bridge incident 2 sparked the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937) (1938) (1939) (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) , the Hu household fled for safety to several towns in the southern Hebei province before returning to Beijing (Hu et al. 1998: 7-10) . A few years after Japan's surrender, Mao Zedong's Communist Party began to win the long-fought civil war against Chiang Kai-Shek's Nationalist Party. As the Communist People's Liberation Army took over cities and villages across China, some mainlanders fled to more stable areas such as British-ruled Hong Kong or Chiang Kai-Shek's anti-communist bastion, Taiwan. Though travel permits to Hong Kong were 'harder to get than the road to heaven' (Huang 1999: 156) , Hu was among the lucky few to obtain one. When Hu arrived in Hong Kong by himself in 1949, he was seventeen years old.
Before leaving Beijing, King Hu attended high school at the prestigious Peking Academy. 3 His future goal was to pursue a college education in the United States: 'I already obtained the application forms 4 […] but the civil war made it difficult to go [to the United States]' (Hu et al. 1998: 28-9) . Once in Hong Kong, Hu had to quickly adjust to a new life of total independence, away from family and home. After losing all his money in a scam to a mainlander (Li 1983: 243; Huang 1999: 157) , he desperately needed a way to survive, and soon landed a proofreading position at the Jiahua/Kawah 5 printing company. This first job was an opportune learning experience that contributed to his constant pursuit of accuracy and meticulous attention to detail (Huang 1999: 267) ; as he described it: 'All listed phone numbers on the yellow pages have to be absolutely correct […] furthermore, proofreading Buddhist bibles involved reading volumes full of difficult characters with confusing definitions' (Hu et al. 1998: 29-30) . However, he also learned a bitter lesson from this entrylevel position -that his perfectionist approach was not always appreciated. This arose from a misspelled English word he discovered in one of his assignments. When his boss disagreed, Hu proved himself correct with a dictionary. He was fired immediately (Li 1983: 244) .
Thereafter, Hu worked sporadically at a variety of tasks, including illustrating posters, painting giant movie billboards and tutoring English part-time. The impressive artistic skills exhibited on Hu's posters caught the eye of a student's father, Shen Tianyin, producer and executive at the Chang Cheng/Great Wall Motion Pictures Company, who graciously offered Hu a steady job as a set decorator (Hu et al. 1998: 30) . This was when Hu established his life-long friendship with rising film-maker Li Hanxiang/Li Han-Hsiang, 6 who had previously held the same position at Great Wall. Like a big brother and mentor, Li was instrumental in nurturing Hu's early film career in acting and directing. In his memoir, Li vividly described how Hu lost another job: Hu needed a certain cocktail set for the next day, but the props storage manager did not have it in possession. Since Hu had personally purchased the set for a previous production, he knew it was turned in for storage. Knowing for a fact that the manager was secretly operating a film-props rental business, Hu accused him of clandestinely leasing props to outsiders for extra cash. The confrontation escalated, resulting in both parties being terminated from their positions (Li 1983: 262-5 ' (2002) . While continuing to perform at various film studios on a freelance basis, Hu also found a steady job in broadcast radio, producing Mandarin-language programmes for Voice of America (Hu et al. 1998: 40-2) .
Meanwhile, the Hong Kong film industry began evolving significantly. Run Run Shaw, the youngest of the four Shaw brothers, left his Singapore base for Hong Kong in 1957 to reinvent the family business. He assumed control of the rather stagnant 'Shaw and Sons' film company operated by second brother Runde Shaw. Under the banner Shaw Brothers (HK) Ltd., 9 Run Run Shaw commenced development of an unprecedented 46-acre Movietown studio complex, promising numerous soundstages, state-of-the-art editing, post-production sound and lab facilities all accessible in one location.
In 1958, Hu's life reached a critical juncture. He was offered a coveted permanent position in Washington DC through Voice of America; however, he was eager to embrace the exciting new opportunities in the flourishing local film industry. Persuaded by Li Hanxiang, Hu joined Shaw in 1958 as a contract actor. He abandoned an American dream, foregoing the stability of a white-collar life as a United States government employee to pursue his aspirations in film-making. His driving ambition was the prospect of eventually becoming a director (Hu et al. 1998: 49) . (Hu et al. 1998: 49-50 10 the lead actress, was allowed to read it. She was only given the lines and plots on the set as necessary (Zhong 2004: 207) . Filmed simultaneously on two soundstages, with the cast and crew working long hours day and night, Shaw quickly finished and released his version to the moviegoers first. As a result, MP&GI aborted their unfinished project entirely (Zhong 2004: 201) .
ACTING CAREER AT SHAW BROTHERS
Being involved in the controversial process of making a film with the main purpose of overthrowing competition, Hu had an opportunity to witness Shaw's aggressive and often unethical business tactics. Had Hu taken this experience as the reality of the industry environment, he might have foreseen the conflict that lay ahead. More importantly, he perhaps should have sensed that Shaw's ruthless determination was better left unchallenged.
RED BEARD AND THE STORY OF SUE SAN
King Hu's first opportunity to direct emerged in May 1962 when his ex-boss at Voice of America, Raymond Chow, by then the top executive at Shaw Brothers, signed a co-production deal with Taiying/Taiwan Film Company to produce Hong huzi/Red Beard. As the screenwriter, Hu was given the opportunity to direct and star in the film. Perhaps in order to assure quality and completion, Shaw assigned Hu's acting mentor Yan Jun as a co-director/lead actor. Unfortunately, after reconnoitering for possible shooting locations in Taiwan, Hu was informed that the project was to be suspended indefinitely (Huang 1999: 158) . One of the possible reasons for the suspension was Shaw's concerns over Hu's inexperience as a director.
Later that year, Hu was given approval to adapt and direct a well-known Ming dynasty tale, Yütangchun/The Story of Sue San. This was one of Shaw Brothers' four huangmeidiao projects 11 to take advantage of their newly acquired Eastman Color and Shawscope technologies. They were all being directed by less experienced film-makers, under the supervision of Li Hanxiang (Chiao 2007: 267) . Through this packagedeal opportunity, Hu officially became a contracted director at Shaw Brothers (Shi 1980: 87) . It was comprehensible for Shaw to offer the novice director a film that could be produced entirely in-house at the Movietown facilities. Shaw is known to have been significantly involved in every project. According to director Zhang Che/Chang Cheh, 'The first thing [Shaw] did when arriving at work everyday, was to screen rushes from all directors shot the day before' (Zhang 1989: 32) . As one of four similar productions, The Story of Sue San's overall budget could also be greatly reduced after cost sharing. In contrast, Red Beard was to be filmed on location in Taiwan, making the project more expensive and difficult for Shaw to monitor Hu's progress closely.
There were several unanticipated circumstances that mired the production as Hu began filming The Story of Sue San. According to Dragon Inn producer Sha Rong-feng /Sha Yungfong (2006: 133) , due to the pregnancy of lead actress Betty Loh Ti, and her month-long post-natal recuperation, the production schedules were postponed. Furthermore, midway into principal photography, lead actor Zhao Lei/Chiu Lui decided he would not renew his contract with Shaw Brothers, halting the project again. Film historian Huang (1999: 159) also described that Hu had to reshoot many scenes repeatedly. Perhaps being too much of a perfectionist, perhaps still inexperienced at directing, whatever the reasons behind the delays and extra expense, Shaw was not pleased. When The Story of Sue San was 70 per cent complete, Shaw suspended the entire production.
With two back-to-back project cancellations, it would have been difficult for Hu not to harbour resentment towards Shaw. However, it is doubtful that Shaw cancelled either of Hu's films strictly on personal grounds. Closing down an ongoing production at any given stage would always translate into loss of human resources, time and capital. For someone who was overseeing many other projects, 12 halting a production was more likely to be a loss-stopping measure, consciously made for business reasons. In Hu's case, his inexperience and his inability to adhere to the production schedule and specified budget were negative factors that Shaw had to consider when assessing the profitability of the film. Among the four huangmeidiao films made simultaneously, Wang Yueding's Hong Niang was also halted and never completed. According to Li, 'After viewing the rushes, the boss was very unsatisfied […] therefore he ordered to suspend the production' (Li 1984b: 19) . Nevertheless, Shaw's strict adherence to business concerns aggravated vital relationships in an industry defined by creativity. What Run Run Shaw regrettably failed to notice and appreciate were King Hu's extraordinary gifts in film-making.
LOVE ETERNE AND LI HANXIANG'S DEPARTURE
When Run Run Shaw learned that MP&GI was planning to remake the popular classic Liangshanbo yü Zhuyingtai/Love Eterne, he asked Li Hanxiang to create another version for Shaw Brothers within one month. Li quickly assembled the four-writer team of King Hu, Xiao Tung, Song Cunshou and Wang Yueding. The team started working on the screenplay at 10 o'clock one morning. By 5 o'clock that afternoon, a printed copy of Love Eterne had been placed on Shaw's desk ready for his review. Two days later, principal photography commenced (Li 1984b: 195) . As the primary assistant director, Hu's contribution to Love Eterne was significant. He collaborated efficiently with Li and rushed through the production expeditiously. Released in April 1963, Shaw Brothers' Love Eterne, starring Betty Loh Ti and unknown actress Ivy Ling Bo, went on to break box office records and rapidly developed, 'particularly in Taiwan, into an unprecedented cultural phenomenon that critics have characterized as a craze and frenzy' (Curry 2008: 177) . Precipitously finished in two weeks, Love Eterne was a rather effortless success unforeseen by Shaw Brothers (Chiao 2003: 77 (Li 1984a: 230) . Li remembered, 'We spent seventeen and one-half days to finish the film. The Shaw Brothers version took longer to complete even with four directors working overnight' (Chiao 2007: 194) . Both films were released 13 in Taipei to equally impressive box office results.
In Hong Kong, Shaw sued Li for soundtrack copyright infringement, successfully blocking Guolian's Seven Fairies from being distributed (Chiao 2007: 59-60) .
Without Li at Shaw Brothers, King Hu lost a faithful ally and mentor who had given him considerable support along the way. Nevertheless, Li's departure exhibited to Hu an alternative career option, which more or less culminated in Hu's own 1966 exodus to Taiwan. Hu, however, did not have Li's clout or a rival studio's strong support at the time. What he had was the opportunity to contemplate his own instinctive strategies against Shaw's machinery, through observations of Shaw's actions and reactions against Li.
MP&GI TRAGEDY AND THE REVIVAL OF THE STORY OF SUE SAN
In June 1964, just as the competition between Shaw Brothers and MP&GI escalated to its peak, a tragic airplane crash in Taiwan took the life of Loke Wan Tho and many of his top executives (Sha 2006: 84) . In an instant, MP&GI's finest management personnel were lost and the company was never able to regain its competitiveness against Shaw Brothers. and generated satisfactory earnings for Shaw, but Hu never really considered it his directorial first. In a public lecture, he disparaged it as a film 'of which the company took over the editorial control' (Shi 1980: 90) . His dismissal of the film was not unfounded, given what he had to go through: 'I reluctantly filmed it. And it did quite well in the box office. Although it was the first time I received the credit as a director, it was not my first film. My debut should be Sons of Good Earth' (Hu et al. 1998: 51) .
CENSORSHIP, SONS OF GOOD EARTH AND HEROES OF THE UNDERGROUND
Now that The Story of Sue San had become a hit, King Hu was well disposed to pursue his next film, Dadi ernü/Sons of Good Earth, a war epic portraying Chinese rebellions against the Japanese invasion. Curiously, the sensitive political theme 14 did not deter Run Run Shaw from green-lighting the project. Since 1965 would mark the twentieth anniversary of Japanese surrender, Shaw might have seen the potential in Hu's wellwritten screenplay to attract an audience from the war-torn generation. At a more personal level, Shaw himself had also experienced the negative impacts of war while he was running the family business with third brother Runme Shaw in Singapore. During the invasion, many of his family properties in Hong Kong and Singapore-Malaysia were destroyed by the Japanese (Fu 2008: 3) .
The screenplay for Sons of Good Earth was so promising that spouses Betty Loh Ti and Peter Chen Ho volunteered to be in it together. 15 Hu recalled, 'I did not want famous stars […] but they told me they really wanted to play the roles. They even went to talk to Run Run Shaw' (Hu et al. 1998: 60) . Having two of Shaw's biggest stars enthusiastically lobbying for the lead roles, Hu was blessed with an advantageous momentum as he moved forward with the project.
Boasting a stellar cast, 16 a powerful script and the noticeably strong support of Shaw, Hu took full advantage of his unprecedented directorial freedom. For historical accuracy, he spent a significant amount of time researching production design, and then attempted to authentically reproduce costumes, props and set pieces in as much detail as possible. He even had a steel fabrication shop built in order to manufacture the genuinelooking weaponry of Japanese soldiers and Chinese resistant forces in large quantities. (Hu et al.1998: 61) . As Hu indulgingly outspent the budget and fell behind schedule, Shaw, however, permitted him to finish the entire film. In fact, upon completion of Sons of Good Earth, Shaw authorized Hu to immediately proceed with the production of Ding Yishan/Heroes of the Underground, another anti-Japanese war epic. The rationale for a similar film, according to Hu, was that all his custom-made set pieces, costumes and prop-weapons for Sons of Good Earth could be reused, thereby reducing the production costs significantly for Heroes of the Underground (Hu et al. 1998: 59) .
Released in March 1965, Sons of Good Earth faced difficulty in multi-ethnic Singapore and Malaysia due to the controversial patriotic war theme and a local regulation that forbade depictions of racial conflict.
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According to Hu, 'For "political reasons" it was chopped up into pieces by the censorship […] Any glimpse of the rising-sun 18 was eliminated' (Hu et al. 1998: 59) . It is said that more than 30 minutes' worth of footage was cut (Huang 1999: 158) . Subsequently, Sons of Good Earth tanked at the box office (Hu et al. 1998: 65) , spurring Shaw to draw the line. Two weeks into making Heroes of the Underground, Shaw ordered the rushes burned after viewing them and cancelled the entire production (Huang 1999: 158) .
This being the third time one of his projects was axed, Hu explained why Shaw aborted Heroes of the Underground: 'Due to the fact that Sons of Good Earth couldn't pass censorship and was banned in Singapore, the company realized that this genre was too problematic, therefore they immediately halted the filming. That being said, the main reason [for cancelling Heroes of Underground] was due to the huge amount of money spent on Sons of Good Earth' (Hu et al. 1998: 59) .
THE BIRTH OF COME DRINK WITH ME
Although Sons of Good Earth was a box office disappointment and a censorship nightmare for Run Run Shaw, he could not overlook the fact that it was very well made. The film received critical acclaim especially in Taiwan, where it collected the best screenplay and best editing awards and a special 'patriotic inspiration' award at the Golden Horse Film Festival. But Shaw was not likely to tolerate another King Hu flop. According to Hu, 'the boss said: "make me a simple film that costs nothing," and I replied: "Understood. I will make a film that can be done inexpensively. There will not be a single star in the cast"' (Hu et al. 1998: 65) .
Under looming pressure to produce a commercial success, Hu ventured into the distinct territory Shaw was aggressively attempting to reinvent: martial arts. Hu was no stranger to the genre, having played a role in Yanzi dao/The Swallow Thief (Yue Feng, 1961) , one of the earliest martial arts films Shaw Brothers released, featuring sword-wielding and dart-throwing heroine Linda Lin Dai. Although the film itself did not make a significant impression, it introduced the groundbreaking trampoline technique that later became frequently used in the genre. Martial arts choreographer Han Yingjie remembered the moment well: 'I was the double for Linda Lin Dai and experimented with a seven by five feet trampoline. I did a somersault, the camera followed with a vertical pan, and the "weightless leap" was born' (Lau 1981: 214 Despite significant tension and drama both on and off the set, Hu managed to complete Come Drink with Me in just over 50 workdays (Law 1998: 83 (Wu 2004: 12) , attracting over 200,000 viewers in the non-Chinese-speaking foreign market of South Korea (Law and Bren 2004: 223) . The cast of rookie actors became celebrities over night; Cheng Pei Pei was especially popular for her dazzling performance as the heroine 'Golden Swallow'. She was subsequently cast in many action films, and was later distinguished as the Queen of Martial Arts by Hong Kong journalists (Law and Bren 2004: 265) .
LEAVING SHAW BROTHERS FOR TAIWAN
Run Run Shaw's dedicated passion for the wuxia genre might have started when he was living in the golden era of early martial arts films in 1920s Shanghai, where his eldest brother, Tianyi Film Company founder Runje Shaw, had directed popular hits such as Nüxia Li Feifei/Heroine Li Feifei (1925 (Sha 2006: 134-5) .
DRAGON INN AND A TOUCH OF ZEN
At the time the agreement was achieved between Raymond Chow and Sha Yongfung, King Hu was on location in central Taiwan shooting his next film, Dragon Inn. 28 Sha maintained his devoted support and allowed Hu considerable artistic freedom, although Hu was behind schedule and over budget. When Dragon Inn was completed, its price tag had more than doubled, from TWD 2.2 million to five million (Sha 2006: 136) . Fortunately, Dragon Inn was an instant hit. Released in October 1967, it became the top-grossing film of the year in Taiwan. It also broke records in Hong Kong and South Korea (Huang 2001: 82) .
According to Sha, after factoring in the production cost and overhead expenses, Union did not profit much from Dragon Inn. Therefore, Hu was not awarded any extra monetary bonus. The party that took in the big earnings was Run Run Shaw, who owned the distribution rights to almost two-thirds of Dragon Inn's overall market. Hu was visibly unhappy with the missing bonus from his blockbuster film. He once remarked, 'I didn't know how much money [Sha] made, but he built his studio facilities soon afterwards' (Hu et al. 1998: 68) . Perhaps Hu was never made fully aware of Union's agreement with Shaw Brothers, or it could be that Sha indeed concealed Dragon Inn's revenue figures and used the profit for the construction of Union's new facilities. The once friendly relationship between Hu and Sha deteriorated rapidly. During their contract renewal in 1968, Sha took the initiative to raise Hu's per-film salary to HKD 60,000, including 10,000 for screenwriting and another 10,000 for art direction. Nevertheless, it became evident that Hu was adopting a stance of resistance against Union Film. According to Sha, Hu deliberately slowed down the filming of his next film, resulting in the five year 29 -long, Cold War-like slow birth of A Touch of Zen (Sha 2006: 136-9) .
Originally released in two parts, A Touch of Zen was a box office failure. More than three years later, Hu's fortunes changed drastically when prominent French cinephile Pierre Rissient discovered the film and brought it to the Cannes Film Festival in May 1975 (Scott 2008) . As the first martial arts film to receive an award at Cannes, 30 A Touch of Zen became an international sensation. Never before had a Chinese-language film director enjoyed the level of worldwide fame and acclaim that King Hu had attained.
In a possible attempt to capitalize on Hu's celebrity after his Cannes win, Run Run Shaw released Heroes of the Underground in January 1976, almost eleven years after he cancelled the project on Hu. Directed by Bao Xueli/Pao Hsueh-Li, Hu received the screenwriting credit. 31 This marked the final intersection of the two cinema giants. From then on, the antagonistic entanglement between Hu and Shaw evidently come to an end. (He Monghua, 1975) , to name a few. Hu never had to face Shaw in court.
FROM SHAW'S SHADOW: A CINEMATIC LEGEND EMERGED
As merciless as Shaw appeared to be, he was also able to forget the past and focus on the future. (Law 1998: 89) . Having failed to cultivate interpersonal relationships with those who had supported him out of admiration and respect, Hu found it increasingly difficult to attract collaborators to finance his later projects. 34 As Hu Shuru remarked, 'If producers were not psychologically prepared and if they didn't have enough financial resources, they would not dare work with King' (Law 1998: 89 Taiwan , Hu became concerned about the physical demands of his upcoming production, and decided to get his own heart examined. 36 His doctor recommended an angioplasty. As a result of the procedure, a blood clot travelled to his brain and he suffered a stroke. He never made it out of the hospital (Law 1998: 109) . Within a month, two of the most important Chinese language film-makers of the post World War II era had passed away. The Battle of Ono producing partner Sarah Pillsbury reminisced: 'Before King Hu left Los Angeles to pay tribute to Li Hanxiang, he was lamenting the loss of the old generation of craftsman. Still, he believed he would have the opportunity to direct more films himself' (Law 1998: 112 
